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Inside or outside, wherever there's a surface that must 
take a beating from traffic, weather, water or chemicals, 
that's where you need G-E Silicone Traffic Topping, the most 
versatile, wearable coating ever developed. Here's why: 
• Waterproof ... protects against freeze-thaw cycling.
• Flexible ... won't harden with age ... elongation, 8-10%
• Temperature-resistant ... from -65 °F. to 300°F.
• Skid-resistant ... provides good traction even when wet.
• Chemical-resistant . .. protects concrete floors against

acids, alkalis, salt, milk, oil, grease,.fruit juice, etc. 
• Easy to apply ... bonds to most flooring materials .. .

ready for foot traffic in 8 hours, vehicular traffic in 24
hours.

• Durable ... lasts for years with minimum maintenance.
If you have a wearing surface problem, chances are G-E 
Silicone Traffic Topping can solve 11 better, faster, cheaper.
Write or call today for complete information.
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TEXAS CONFERENCE 

ON 

OUR ENVIRONMENTAL CRISIS 

The natural wealth of our State is renowned, yet it is scarcely devel
oped. We are only a century old in the technological .struggles to 
master the elements, extract the riches and sustain the swelling so
ciety which wt- know should thrive in such abundancy. 

The mesrnges of the speakers at this Conference were consistent. 
They spotlight a mounting crisis arising from our continuing dis
regard for the general health and good order of that resource which 
is basic to our survival-the land itself-and especially the vitality 
and worth that is given to it by water. 

Such problems are not peculiar to Texas: they are general to the 
nation and the world. But our State has, in special sufficiency, an 
energetic people, social stability and intelligence, and great resources, 
natural and financial. With these means, we are in a position to take 
the lead in striving for the essential balance between the demands for 
space and services, 11nd physical good order which declares the ma
turity of a people. 

Because of these many advantages, others now look to us to provide 
leadership for environmental improvement which will show that 
Texas is a people which under:;tands its inheritance, its country and 
its obligations, and that Texans are on terms with their responsibili
ties. 

While there were no revolutionary concepts in the messages brought 
by these eminent visitors, the warnings they sounded deserve repeti
tion. There is danger of indifference to declining standards when we 
become accustomed to deteriorating conditions. 

In my judgment, it is crystal clear that the time for mere spectator
ship is past. There is little difficulty in identifying the causes and the 
nature of our environmental crisis. And we find the technical means 
are available for imaginative improvement of the scene, for the eco
nomic redemption of waste, and for rejection of ugliness in favor of 
positive emphasis of the abounding scenic variety of the Texas land
scape. 

The Honorable John Connally 

Governor 

(excerpt from Foreword to Proceedings of Texas Conference 
on Our Environmental Crises available from School of

Architecture, University of Texas) 
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AUSTIN MUNICIPAL AIRPORT 

The Austin Municipal Airport, Fehr 
& Granger Architects, received inter
national publication recently in an 
eight page article in the November 
issue of "The Architect and Building 
News". The magazine has been pub
lished in London since 1869. 

The airport project received review in 
the February 1959 issue of ''Texas 
Architect" and received a design 
award in "Progressive Architecture's 
Sixth Annual Design Awards Pro
gram". 

The airport gives a warm reception to 
thousands of Austin visitors and resi• 
dents and is a symbol of progress to 
Austin "The Friendly City". 
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RYON ENGINEERING LABORATORY 

The architects were directt'd to pro
vide new facilities for teaching and 
research in the departments 0£ Civil 
and Mrc·hanical Engineering. The pro• 
gram was unusual in that only four 
such facilities existed in the world, 
two of which were in the United 
States. As a part of the existing Engi
neering Ruilding Complex, the origin
al unit of which dated from 1914, the 
scale and design character of the new 
building should rt>flect harmony with 
the group. 

FESIIUAIIY, 1967 

RICE UNIVERSITY 

HOUSTON, TEXAS 

Wirtz, Calhoun, Tungate & Jackson A.I.A. 

HOUSTON, TEXAS 
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The original Mechanical Engineering 
Building rlesigned by Cram, Goodhue 
and Ferguson expresses a Mediterra
nean character using dark red clay tile 
roof, rich marble and stone details and 
�oft, tan hrick. The building is named 
for Or. L. R. Ryon, Professor Emeri
tus, who contributed $750,000 toward 
the cost. ■ 

FEBIIUARY, 1967 

Photo, by 1. D. Burnette, Houston 
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EDUARDO CHILLI DA: 

SCULPTOR 

talk as presented to Houston Chapter, A.I.A., by 

JAMES JOHNSON SWEENEY 
Museum of Fine Ans, Houston 

Abesti Gogora V, 1966 
Granite, 13'-11½" x 18'-5" x 14'-0½" 
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One of the selfish satisfactions that derive from the or• 
ganization and installation of a retrospective exhibition 
of an artist's work is what one learns in doing it about 
both the artist and his work. The selection and placing 
of works side by side for display and the processes of 
comparison and contrast through which one must go 
make for the soundPst form of critical concentration. A 
retrospective view of an arti�t',: work should force one to 
focus on the elements which go to make up his mature 
expression in their proper relationships: in other words 
to show us the full artist through his work. In turn, 
this sense of the full artist is what should come from 
such an exhibition to the visitor who approaches it seri• 
ously and is willing to make an effort to see the in
dividual pieces in the inter-relationships they are given. 
I remember once speaking with Marcel Duchamp about 
the collector Walter Arensberg's interest in bringing to· 
gether as many works as possible by Brancusi and Du· 
champ. Duchamp was warm in his support of such an 
approach to collecting and exhibiting. "To exhibit a 
single work as a representation of an artist", Duchamp 
said, "is like hanging the hand of an artist on the wall 
-or a single finger-to represent the full man". And this
is just what a retrospective exhibition of an artist's work
should give us: the full artist, the full man.

For many years I had admired Eduardo Chillida pri
marily as a sculptor in metal. I recognized the fact that 
he had come from a part of Spain where metal working 
was an old and highly-regarded popular tradition of 
expression. And I saw and appreciated the imagination 
and sensibility with which Chillida employed this ma• 
terial. But it was only in working on the present ex• 
hibition in the Museum of Fine Arts that I began to 
realize that Chillida's art owed its essential character 
and quality to something deeper-a sense of the archi
tectonic-that is a basic feeling for architectural or· 
ganization. His latest most mature works all clearly dis
close this. We have only to think of the massive granite 
sculpture on the South Garden lawn of the Mu�eum of 
Fine Arts in Houston, (his next to most recent piece) 
or his latest composition, the powerful galvanized steel 
Sculpture A, in his current retrospective exhibition in 
that museum. And in speaking with Pilar, his wife, I 
found that this feeling was completely justified. Chillida 
had begun as an architect-at any rate had completed 
his studies in architecture before giving it up entirely 
for sculpture. 

Ruskin said in one of his lectures "The architect who 
was not a sculptor or painter was not any better than 
a frame-maker on a large scale". And when I look at 
a fine Queen Anne chair, or a Chippendale, or a Shera• 
ton, I see its qualities as essentially sculptural. So per• 
haps the inverse of Ruskin's dictate about architects 
should hold for scupltors; namely, that a sculptor who 
is not essentially an architect is no more than a mere 
decorator. 

In any case even though I may not have been previously 
aware of the architectonic character of Chillida's sculp• 
ture it was not difficult for one who had lived close to 
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Chillida's huge wood Abesti Gogora I in the Museum of 
Fine Arts for four years to have confidence that he 
could produce a forty.five ton e:ranite sculpture as a civic 
monument when Chillida first expressed this ambition 
to me in Paris a year and a half ago. That it would take 
this architectonic character, only suggested itself when 
Chillida showed me the snapshot of a preliminary sketch 
in wood of what hr had in mind-but "far from the 
character of the final realization", as he assured me, 
because of the difference in scale and material. 

And if Chillida's expression is essentially architectural, 
possibly what, in addition to this sensibility to scale and 
proportion, gives his art its quality is above all his re• 
spect for the materials in which he works. 

In spite of his exploration of other materials Chillida is 
primarily a metal worker. He is most at home with 
wrought iron or forged steel. There is a simplicity and 
directness which is native to hammered and forged 
metal work. And in all his art-wood, stone, iron or 
paper-a similar simplicity and directness is the base of 
his message. His material is ne,·er forced to take a form 
alien to its nature-that is to say to pretend to be some• 
thing other than it is. His iron retains the mottling of 
his hammer strokes. The bending, shaping, twisting of 
his metal forms, sometimes on a scale that seems to defy 
manipulation, never betray any evidence of fatigue or 
discouragement. In all his work we recognize the easy 
rhythms of the natural craftsman who enjoys the effort 
his problems demand and the resultant sculptures have 
such an ease of flow among the parts that one almost 
has the impression that they have grown rather than 
have been made. Still the struggle with the material and 
the energy which Chillida puts into his direct handling of 
materials with hammer, fire and chisel gives the vital 
quality that is characteristic of his work. Without the 
struggle the bulging energy of a piece such as his Lehm
bruch prize winner Space Modulation II, 1963, or the 
knotted hermetic intensity of his massive Foundation 
Maeght wood Abesti Gogora Ill would not be there. 
This is clear when one compares a bronze cast with a 
piece that has been worked directly by the artist himself. 
The easy inter/low of part into part is particularly evident 
in his large granite piece, A besti Gogora V, 1966, all 
conveying such an easy nece�sity-and in the lightness 
of the cantile\-er leg which plays such lyric counterpoint 
to the massiveness of the stone out of which it has been 
carved. 

This lightness of conception and organization which we 
recognize in this latest of the Abesti Gognra series was 
already evident in the Mu�eum's Abesti Gogora I of 
1960-61. We see its 1600 pounds of oak poised on three 
points giving it a lightness whieh is almost a tour de 
force of design, in no way a di,tradion from the general 
effect, but rather a lyric contribution. And its "rightness" 
of organization was brought home to me in a simple 
way five years ago when we "ere first installing it. 

Because of its weight we had to eall in three steredores 
to help place it on its four-foot-hip:h base. After it was 
in place I noticed the bip:p:e�t of these handlers, a huge 
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fellow of six feet six, resting from his efforts with one 
foot on the extended leg of the sculpture. I asked one 
of the Museum guards to suggest tactfully to the work
man that this was an exhibition piece not just so much 
lumber. He was unaware that I had been involved in the 
guard's remonstrance. But five or ten minutes later I 
was standing near the gallery exit as he was leaving. 
I noticed that, after opening the door, he stopped a 
moment to look round at the sculpture and said to me 
with a certain note of surprise "You know that's pretty 
good". I asked, "You like it?" He said "Yes". I asked 
"Why?" He hesitated for a moment, then said "Because 
it all works together". 

For me the big handler hit the essential point-its "right
ness" of organization, its unity-in-complexity, its in

tegrity. 

"Lightness" and "rightness" are the characteristics of 
Chillida's expression in no matter what material-no 
matter how heavy or how light, no matter how essentially 
opaque, or how open-a lightness and rightness he 
achieves through his sensibility to the basic architectonic 
relationships. 

* * * * * * 

After Chillida's four years of architectural schooling in 
Madrid from 1943 to 194 7 and his definitive turn to 
sculpture he began to work at first in clay and plaster. 
The earliest piece in the current exhibition is a plaster 
torso from 1948-1949. But for all the opacity of its ma
terial even in it we feel a grace and lightness-and a 
delicacy of poise which strangely enough almost antici
pates the poised lightness of the sixteen hundred pound 
wood Abesti Gogora I of twelve years later. And con
tributing to this suggestion of lightness in this early work 
we already see Chillida making an unselfconscious use 
of a device which was to characterize both Abesti 
Gogora I of 1960-1961 and his recent monumental 
granite, the use of a cantilever element (here the upper 
leg) to contrast with the heavy mass of the rest of the 
sculpture. 

From Madrid, Chillida had moved to Paris and there 
between 1948 and 1951 he turned from clay and plaster 
to iron, (111usica Callada) in which he was able to realize 
the lightness and openness which he could only suggest 
in a more opaque material. In this turn he seemed to 
find an idiom peculiarly suitable to his temperament per
haps not only to his personal temperament but even to 
the Spanish temperament: an expression of the contrast 
between extremes-a clean contrast of materials wood 
and iron-no nuances, no gradations, no degrees-simple 
and direct once again. Or in the pieces solely of forged 
metal a contrast "between the solidity of the iron and 
its sudden endings in space", a contrast as it were of 
light and darkness characteristic of much of the great
est Spanish art whether Goya's "black paintings"-the 
palette of Velaquez that influenced the early Manet and 
Zurbariin. 

Then, once again his respect for his material and the 
imaginative exploitation of it in a purely personal man
ner, becomes evident. We see it in lkaurandi of 1957, 
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for example and in the work following it for the next 
three years. We see him taking a single piece of metal, 
or later a bar of metal, (photo) cutting it and bending 
it in such a way that the flow of form is unbroken and 
the unity of the organization is emphasized by contrast 
between the resultant variety of shapes and our con
ciousness of the sing!e unbroken piece from which they 
come. 

Later the unit sheet becomes a unit bar which Chillida 
cuts through its thickness on various levels, rather than 
merely dividing its plane surface, and he bends in dif
ferent directions to achieve a harmonic complexity al
ways, however maintaining a faithful respect for the 
material unity of the original piece which in turn gives 
an added sense of unity to the total composition. This 
is particularly well illustrated in a large piece entitled 
Murmur of Boundaries Ill, 1959, in which the nicked, 
sliced and bent bar climbs to a height of 25 inches, 
spreads to a breadth of 48 inches and a depth of 30 
inches. Here he preserves as it were a melodic line in 
metal suggesting in visual terms the movement of fingers 
running over a keyboard, a concrete record of the 
rhythms and stresses. 

In another way of putting it, these compos1t10ns made 
from a single piece of metal or a single bar cut, sliced 
nnd bent into a multiplicity of shapes without departing 
the unity of the original piece, may be compared to a 
drawing composed of one continuous line made without 
lifting the pencil from the paper. In fact his sculpture 
of this period may be almost seen as drawings detached 
from sheets of paper and turned free in space. For despite 
the basic architecture of Chillida's total organization there 
is in his component shapes very often a calligraphic ex
pression, oddly enough-or perhaps not oddly at all-
related intimately to his gesture rhythms, to his most 
unconscious motor expressions. This is apparent in 
the similarity, or at any rate kinship, which is evident 
between a sample of his handwriting and the forms of 
Musica Callada, 1956, Terrosa, 1957, or lkaraundi, 1958. 
Or again in one of his most personal expressions, his 
so called Incrustations which are essentially decorative 
panels with marble, plaster or limestone with incisions 
cut in the white surface into which molten lead has been 
poured. Here the kinship with his handwriting is to 
be expected and is very clear. 

What may actually be seen as a form of handwriting is 
his drawing. Here an extreme nervous sensibility is al
ways present. And through his drawings one has a hint 
of the basic inspiration from natural forms which lies 
behind all the shapes which are the component parts of 
his total sculptures. If we turn, for example, from this 
relatively naturalistic, but, highly delicate drawing of a 
hand, to a less readily recognizable composition of lines, 
we can see this latter as an abstraction of minor acces
sory elements from the realistic representation and which 
are not so distantly removed as to make the relationship 
impossible to recognize. We can see that one could have 
readily grown out of the other, or better, that the same 
approach to nature which produced the former, carried 
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RETROSPECTIVE EXHIBITION 
CULLINAN HALL 

one step further, has produced the second. Or when we 
come to an equally sensitive composition with practically 
no evident associations with naturalistic forms, such as 
his drawing, (photo) it is not difficult to make the jump 
backwards by imaginatively filling in what may have 
been eliminated to leave this delicate abstraction. 

Paul Klee in his lecture entitled On Modern Art, many 
years ago, wrote that the modern artist "places more 
value on the powers that do the forming than on the final 
forms themselves". It has also been said that art today is 
more interested in the relationships between things than 
in the things themselves. This we see particularly well 
illustrated in any group of drawings by Chillida just as 
it is true of Chillida's work in all its varied expressions. 

His abstraction of shapes from nature and his stress on 
relationships rather than the things related become even 
clearer in a lithograph such as lithographie en noir. Or 
again in a college, 1963, which introduces another set of 
relationships beyond the linear and spatial which par
ticularly interests Chillida: namely the contrast of ma
terials. 

At the same time his collages illustrate, in the burned 
edges of the pieces he has carefully selected for his com
position, his regard for the free or nervous contour line 
rather than the product of habit gesture or the forced 
pen. The edge is accidental and more free in that char
acter than had the papers been cut; the choice and use of 
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THE MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS, HOUSTON 

thi,; element is scrupulously controlled by the artist. The 
burned edge of the cheap paper is merely another ma
terial for use towards this rralization of relationships he 
finds interest in exploring. 

Abesti Gogora I of 1960-61 was the first piece of sculp
ture on a major scale which Chillida produced. It still 
remains the third largest-exceeded in size only by Abesti 
Gogora V, the mas.:;ive granite piece recently completed 
and installrd in the Houston Museum of Fine Arts' South 
Garden. and by A besti Gogora II/ in the Collection of the 
Foundation Maeght in St. Paul-de-Vence. Following 
Abesti Gogora I, we see Chillida's compositional elements 
in general taking a more generous scale. He did not 
abandon the forms he had so effectively employed earlier 
in his metal sculptures, but he now began to incline to
ward broader, more architectonic forms. This is to be 
seen as early as 1963 in his Wood Relief of that year; 
and by 1965, in his Gnorrwn, there is already a definite 
architectonic, almost structural anticipation of his mas
sive granite pii>ce Abesti Gogora V, the idea for which 
was conceived in the same year. 

When Chillida, in Paris in July of 1965, first mentioned 
to me his ambition to produce a monument in granite 
weighing something in the neighborhood of sixty tons I 
had not yet seen Gnomon and I would never haYe thought 
of it as a stage in his development from the work which 
I knew. But I knew the quality he could bring from 
�tone-through such a piece as Granite Bas Relief carved 
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EDUARDO CHILLIDA 

Museum of Fine Arts, Houston 

as a sample of a relief 32 feet in length which he had 
designed for the entrance lobby of a building under con• 
struction. And when he mentioned his interst in working 
on a large monument I at once asked him if he would 
give me an option on it to try to find a way to bring it 
to Houston. Finally in the following February the Trus• 
lees of Houston Endowment having heard the story of 
our conversation urged all action, provided the sculpture 
could be in place for October 4th. I immediately cabled 
Chillida and he set to work at once. 

But setting to work was not simply setting to work at 
carving the stone. First, the stone had to be found. On 
the fifteenth of February I received a cable from San 
Sebastian: "Big work in way. Found wonderful granite 
in Galicia". And a few days afterwards I received a let• 
ter "The day following your confirmation cable I went to 
Galicia the northwest part of Spain richest in granite ... 
after going round a whole week I found a quarry which 
was abandoned but which was of the best color and of the 
quality I was looking for ... I came back to San Sebas
tian to find good stone cutters. On my return to Budino 
in Galicia the Monday following everything was upside 
down due to small-town quarrels. I had to start fighting 
again and I must say I am the most surprised by my 
ability. But that shows that when you really want some• 
thing, you get it. I am sure that this work once finished 
is going to be the best sculpture I have ever done and all 
the trouble that it is going to give me counts for nothing. 

The work consists in three separate stones that will be 
combined to form a unit sculpture. The weight of a single 
block I need for realizing the pieces, is untrimmed nearly 
100 tons .... Once carved this piece may have a weight 
of around 25 tons. The sculpture in its totality once in 
place, will be approximately 13' %" high, 16' 3" long 
and 13' wide ... the stone is rose granite and hard, but 
even if it is hard to work, it is very beautiful." 

In June another letter reported, "We have had very good 
luck with the stone. She was very healthy but terribly 
strong for working-too much! Imagine she gets so hot 
when worked, that you can light a cigarette on it!" 

Once finished, bringing it to the port of Vigo from the 
mountains was another problem. 

The Paris New York Times correspondent in a special 
dispatch wrote: "During the last nine months, Eduardo 
Chillida, who is Spain's leading sculptor, has been slav
ing over a major work for the Houston Museum of Fine 
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Arts. It constitutrs one of the most important works mod
ern European sculpture has produced, and one of the 
trickiest transportation problems the Atlantic port of 
Vigo, on Spain's Galicia coast, has ever witnessed. 

"A truck", he continued, "better designed for hauling 
olives than art made its tremulous way over mountainous 
stone roads to the sea. The great white flanks of stone 
slid and shook and groaned as the truck did its best to 
negotiate rocks and holes. An occasional goat bleated 
plaintively. Peasants stopped working in the fields to 
stare. And Eduardo Chillida held his breath. 

"In fact, the shaking, coughing truck had to make the 
journey three times, for the work has been done in three 
sections to be assembled on arrival in Houston. 

"Yet only at Budino, the site of a quarry some thirteen 
miles from Vigo did Chillida find the kind and quantity 
of stone he needed for the most ambitious of his projects 
to date." 

And with the assembling of those thr.ee parts on the 
South Garden lawn of the Museum of Fine Arts was an
other saga with two cranes capable of lifting 50 tons pick
ing up elements, trying them in place, removing them for 
other adjustments-replacing them-on the prepared, 
underground, reinforced concrete bases reaching down 
to their bell shaped foundations twelve feet below the 
surface. 

Before its arrival in Houston I had only seen photographs 
of the preliminary sketch in wood which Chillida had ex
plained to me was similar in certain features to what the 
granite on which he was working would be like, but es
sentially different. I had seen photographs of the stone 
being cut out of the mountain. I had also seen photo
graphs of the pieces being trimmed to shape. Also photo
graphs of the sculpture swinging through the air to the 
truck at Budino. But the final realization was only dis
closed when the last chain and block supports were re
moved the morning of the day on which it was to be 
dedicated, October 4,  1966. And the artist, due to an un
fortunate illness which prevented him from accompanying 
the sculpture to Houston, has not yet seen the actual work 
he had given so much of himself to create. 

But the way the pieces fitted together, although the artist 
was not present to supervise the work, might have been 
expected from the quality of interrelation of planes evi
dent in a work completed just after the granite had been 
shipped-his Modulation d'Espace IV. And in both this 
most recent piece and his granite Abesti Gogora V, 
Chillida's fundamental interest, as a sculptor in the archi
tectonic interrelationship of masses are perhaps most 
clearly illustrated, and the subtlety and mastery with 
which he achirves them, establish him not only, as the 
Paris New York Times correspondent described him as 
"Spain's leading sculptor", but as the foremost sculptor 
of his generation, internationally. ■ 
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS 

FELLOWSHIPS 

MARVIN EICKENROHT 

SAN ANTONIO 

FOR LITERATURE 

AJA 

The American Institute of Architects 
has announced the elevation of 60 of 
its members to the rank of Fellow, a 
lifetime honor bestowed for distin
guished contribution to the profession. 
Advancement of the new Fellows will 
bring the total membership of the Col
lege of Fellows to 688, representing 
3.8 percent of the corporate member
ship of the 18,000-member profe�sion
al organization. 

CHARLES THOMSON GRANGER, JR. 

AUSTIN 

FOR DESIGN 

(Awarded Posthumously) 

HARWOOD TAYLOR 
HOUSTON 

FOR DESIGN 
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SAMUELL 

CLINIC 

The architects were asked. to create an 
out-patient clinic for a group of twelve 
physicians who elected to remove their 
offices from a congested downtown 
area to a location that provided new 
and more efficient space. A large 
wooded site with an abundance of 
square footage for patient parking and 
future expansion was chosen for the 
clinic location. The property is near 
city transportation facilities, central 
traffic arteries and two city hospitals, 
one of which is staffed by the clinic 
doctors. 

A peripheral suite plan around a C!!n• 
tral core of laboratory, X-Ray and 
operating facilities, determined to be 
the most efficient method of solving 
the doctor's requirements. Also, in 
order to offset the sloping grade, a 
building podium was designed to com• 
ply with the client request that no 
steps or grade changes be within the 
clinic space. ■ 

Bob Kornegay Photos 
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�DO&IO�S' CLINIC 
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Jury Comment: "The clean and high
ly successful use of materials and 
structure results in a crisp and con
�istent design compatible with its ur
bane surroundings. The architects 
have handled the climatic require
ments of minimal exterior fenestration 
imaginatively-the requirements for 
future expansion can be accomplished 
without harming the design concep• 
tion." 

FEBRUARY, 1967 

KELSEY -LEARY-SEYBOLD 

CLINIC HOUSTON 

WILSON, MORRIS, CRAIN & ANDERSON 

ARCHITECTS HOUSTON 
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FIRST FLOOR PLAN 

The client is a multi-disciplined clinic which is adding specialists of various 
kinds to the basic diagnostic group as time goes by. 

This building, completed in 1963, is the third one designed for the same group 
of doctors by this architect. lt is situated between two major streets and has, in 
effect, two front elevations. The scope of this project encompasses possibilities 
for future growth not available in the previous locations. Since this clinic's prac
tice had a definite growth pattern the building is designed for the addition of 
four future floors. 

Because of the original design requirement that exterior wall openings be elimi
nated except in the waiting areas, the architects sought an architectural expres
sion that would relieve a possible box-like appearance and yet be a true expres
sion of the structure. 

Selection of exterior materials was made to complement and to be compatible 
with the quality of adjacent buildings of the Texas Medical Center. 

The diagnostic treatment areas are on the second floor (internal medicine, ob
stetrics, pediatrics, eye, ear, nose and throat), and the ancillary services are on 
the first floor (laboratory, X-Ray, electro-cardiography, physical therapy, etc.), 
along with the business office and a pharmacy. The Basement contains mechani
cal and storage spaces, and also has some space for expansion of special treat
ment facilities. ■
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GEORGE F. PIERCE 

HONORARY FELLOW-SOCIEDA D ARCHITECTOS MEXICANOS 

George Pierce, F AIA, has received an honorary fellow
ship in the Sociedad Architectos Mexicanos (Mexican 
Society of Architects) ..fSenor Roberto Alvarez Espinosa, 
long considered the dean of Mexican architects, presented 
the Houston architect with a gold Calli (medal) desig
nating the honor at a brief ceremony and reception at 
the Petroleum Club attended by the .executive commit
tee of the Houston Chapter of the American Institute of 
Architects and Fellows of the A.I.A. from the Gulf Coast 
area. 

Senor Alvarez, who has served as a professor of the 
School of Architecture at the University of Mexico in 
Mexico City for 49 years, and has been president of the 
SAM three terms, in presenting the gold medal said: 

FEBRUARY, 1967 

"Mr. Pierce, in his professional practice and personal 
life not only has fulfilled the demanding standards of his 
art, but the social responsibilities of providing a better 
environment and working for an improved understand
ing and cooperative spmt between the professions in 
America and Mexico." 

Senor Alvarez, who has been a pract1cmg architect in 
Mexico City for a half century, has served as Director of 
Public Works in the Mexican Department of Buildings 
and as Counselor of the School of Architecture of Mexico. 
Mr. Pierce, a partner in the firm of Pierce and Pierce, 
architects and planners, is a past president of Texas So
ciety of Archi�cts. 
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NFPA 

About 3,000 fire protection experts 
from the United States, Canada and 
foreign countries are expected to at
tend the 71st annual meeting of the 
National Fire Protection Association, 
to be held in Boston, May 15-19. 

Principal business of the five-day 
conference will be action on more than 
60 proposed codes and standards 
which will affect fire safety legislation 
and regulations. 

Among the subjects covered in stand
ards to be offered for NFPA adoption 
are life safety guidance for hospitals, 
nursing homes, schools and similar 
properties, lightning protection, air 
conditioning and ventilating systems, 
elevated heliports, electrical equipment 
in hazardous locations, guidance for 
hospitals in handling inhalation ther
apy equipment, and household fire 
warning systems. 

There will be speakers on a wide 
range of topics and special sessions on 
such matters as aviation fire safety, 
fire protection in industrial plants, 
electrical safety, and other fire waste 
control problems. 

A NEW PUBLICATION RECENTLY IS

SUED ON THE DESIGN AND CON

STRUCTION OF FIRE WALLS IN MOD

ERN INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS IS 

AVAILABLE FROM: 
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FACTORY MUTUAL SYSTEM 

PUBLICATIONS DEPARTMENT 

P. 0. BOX 688

NORWOOD, MASSACHUSETTS 02062

BRIDGING A 
BOTTLENECK 
PART OF AN $11 MILLION 
PROJECT FOR THE CITY 
OF BEAUMONT 

Forrest and Cotton, Inc., Consulting Engineers F. Miller and Sons, Inc., General Contractor 

Situated diagonally across the inter
section of College and Railroad Avenues in Reaumont, Texas, 
stands Masher's 96 ft. long, 105 ton rigid frame bent. 

FABRICATED from Plates of ASTM A514, Grade E with a 
minimum yield strength of 100,000 PSI, the bent will support 
a three-track, 15 ft. high railroad overpass that will carry 24 
trains a day from four major railroads, eliminating a congestion 
problem which has plagued this city for 30 years. 

A total of 495 tons of steel, fabricated and furnished by 
Mosher, will go into this award winning overpass ... Bridging

A Bottleneck. 

STEEL COMPANY 

HOME OFFICE AND PLANT: 
3910 WashinEton Ave., Houston. 

OTHER PLANTS: 
Dallas. Lubbock. 
San Antonio, Shreveport, Tyler. 

fabrleaton of llttl since 1885 

TEXAS ARCHITECT 



A.I.A.

The 1967 convention of The American 
Institute of Architects to be held in 
New York City May 14-18, will take 
as its theme "The New Architect." 
Four theme sessions and related work
shops will be devoted to new require
ments in education, methods of prac
tice, technology and design which af
fect the contemporary architect. 

ARCHITEC T URE 

S T U D E N T  

SCHOLARSHIPS 

Terrace R. Gent, architecture student 
at Texas A&M Gniversity has received 
a Langley Scholarship and James A. 
Johnson Jr., a student at The Uni
versity of Texas School of Architecture 
has received a Blumcraft of Pittsburg 
Scholarship. 

TILE COUNCIL 

O F A M E R IC A

Peter P. Zanowiak, president and 
chairman of Texeramics, Inc., Mineral 
Wells, Tex., has been elected president 
of the Tile Council of America, the 
trade association of domestic ceramic 
tile manufacturers. 

by PREBCDLITE 
MANUFACTURING CORPORATION 
1251 Doolittle Dr., San Leandro, Calif. 

FACTORIES: San Leandro, California 
Warminster, Penna., El Dorado, Arkansas 

FEBRUARY, 1967 

More high-quality Armco Buildings for Houston 

Armco Portable Classrooms 
alleviate overcrowding 

makes 
products 
better 
for you 

In 1966 the Houston Independent School District purchased 138 Armco Portable Class
rooms to supplement the city's permanent school facilities and to take care of expand
ing and shifting enrollments. Why Armco? Because these small steel buildings have 
the same high-quality features of the many other Armco Buildings in the Houston area. 

ATTRACTIVENESS-Brightly colored Sculptured STEELox8 Wall Panels with clean 
lines unbroken by unsightly through-wall fasteners form U,e exterior. Inside, Armco 
Buildings can be finished to suit your tastes. 

ECONOMY-Reasonable original price, plus assurance of low maintenance costs 
for years to come, made possible by sturdy steel construction and factory baked-on 
wall panel finishes. 

SWIFT, SURE CONSTRUCTION-Armco Steel Corporation's experience and repu
tation in the steel building industry is complimented by your local Armco Building 
Dealer's ability to erect the right type of structure of virtually any size for your specific 
needs-whether it be for education, manufacture, storage or commercial activities. 

For more information on the Armco Building System, write Armco Steel Corporation, 
Metal Products Division, P. 0. Box 1939, Houston, Texas 77001. Offices also in Austin, 
Dallas and San Antonio. 

C , 
ARMCO Metal Products Division 

Owner: Houston Independent School District, Houston, Texas 

Armco Dealer: Robert R. Sloan Company, Houston, Texas 

THE Texas Architectural Foundation offers scholar
ships in architectural education and sponsors research 
in the profession. Contributions may be made as me
morials: a remembrance with purpose and dignity. 

TEXAS ARCITECTURAL FOUNDATION 

327 PERRY-BROOKS BUIIDING AUSTIN 
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NEW EDUCATION FOR NEW TOWNS 

If new towns are to be built from scratch, why should 
they be inhibited with old concepts of education? That 
question will be posed to participants in a two week-long 
summer design seminar of the Rice University School of 
Architecture. 

Rice Design Fete IV, June 4-16, will explore "New Edu
cation for New Towns," a research project sponsored by 
the Ford Foundation's Educational Facilities Labora-

. tories. It will be directed by Professor William Cannady. 
Six noted architects from around the nation will each 
work with a team of six students from several universi
ties to develop a new concept for local school education, 
applicable to old as well as new towns. 

They will work under the premise that new towns now 
being developed in various sections of the United States
totally new communities hewn from undeveloped land
offer a unique opportunity to formulate new educational 
concepts, bereft of tradition-bound systems that tend to 
bog down older cities. 

Why, for instance, should school systems cling to the 
established pattern of elementary, junior and senior high 
schools when doing so may inhibit the growth of educa
tion? 

Long-range planners foresee educational programs of the 
future for people of all ages, going to school at all hours 
of the day and night. Such programs will be slow to de
velop in established communities with built-in limitations, 
but the uninhibited freedom of planning new towns offers 
boundless opportunities for experimentation and develop
ment of educational capabilities. 

For Rice Design Fete IV, six existing new towns will be 
selected as prototypes for architectural planning toward 
a "total education" concept of the future. It is hoped that 
hy working from the fresh vantage point of new town 
planning, participants can discover methods that will aid 
in solving the complex educational problems of old cities 
as well. 

TEXAS TERRAZZO CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION, INC. 

1.aC;.;,;l•;,;.;'°;;;;"';.;.•...;E'-M;;;;n;a;••;.;c•'"-"'7,�,t;;,.d ;:.;°'.:..:".;.;."•.:.:.••,_N
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